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Choosing The Right Lift Chair For You
Lift chairs are a great solution for anyone with balance or mobility

issues, but are helpful in a plethora of other uses as well. When

shopping for your lift chair it is important to consider your seating

functions. Seating functions are key in making the right selection

that may address your particular medical conditions. From sleep

apnea to reflux disease, lower extremity swelling, and more. There

is a perfect chair for the job. Many lift chairs will offer additional

luxury features including heat therapy, massage therapy, and even

adjustable lumbar support! No matter the function, fabric choice

matters. Cotton or blended fabric upholstery will provide soft,

comfortable seating, however can be prone to wearing faster than a

synthetic option. The synthetic fabric options in many chairs offer

enhanced moisture resistance, increased durability and ease of care.

Most of our chairs, offer the ability to fully customize the chair,

selecting from a wide range of custom grades and colors of natural

and synthetic fabrics. Also important is size. The wrong size chair

may not ergonomically fit and lose some of it’s healing benefits.

Ranging from petite to extra-large, it's important to make sure to

select the correct size for the user. Pay particular attention to the

seat size and the leg rest length. Since most power lift chairs are

used for extended period of time, it's important to pick the right

size for you. Come in to the store today and we can help you pick

the right lift chair, in the right size and fabric for you. 
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New and restocked for January we have the Vive Ice Therapy

Machine. The Vive Ice Therapy Machine offers targeted cold

therapy to help you recover faster. Soothing cold therapy

reduces pain, swelling, stiffness and inflammation due to

surgery, injury, post-workouts, arthritis and more. The Vive

Ice Therapy machine is quiet and compact. It holds 6L and

includes a carry handle for easy portability. You can easily

adjust the timer settings and variable flow rates for complete

customization. The versatile therapy pad is uniquely

designed to contour to the body for targeted relief with three

sizes of non-slip straps for optimal positioning. You can

secure the therapy pad on the shoulder, arm, back, hip, knee,

calf or ankle, with one of the three adjustable straps. The

Vive Ice Therapy Machine has extra-long 5-foot tubing,

insulated to maintain the water temperature, and secures to

the unit with leak-proof snap clips. Additional Therapy pads

are also available for purchase separately. Main Street

Medical Supply is selling the new Vive Ice Therapy Machine

for $300, or you can rent it for only $65/week.
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Back in stock this month is the new

lightweight Jazzy® Carbon power

wheelchair. Jazzy® Carbon Power

Wheelchair is your greatest travel

companion. Jazzy® Carbon uses ultralight

but exceptionally strong carbon fiber

technology for its frame and a lightweight,

reliable lithium-ion battery. Weighing in

at a stunning 43.6 pounds, Jazzy® Carbon

still provides top speeds up to 3.7 mph

with a weight capacity of 300 pounds.

Come in and try it out, we would be

happy to demonstrate all of it's wonderful

and convenient features. The Jazzy®

Carbon is $2750.00.


